Malta’s Third OGP National Action Plan
Questionnaire
Part 1 – Respondent details
Title

Organisation

Name

Address

Surname

Street

Position

Town

Contact Phone

Postal Code

Contact Email

Sector

Part 2 – Consultation questions
Question 1 – From your/ your organisation’s point of view, how would you rank the
OGP grand challenges in order of importance?
Assign numbers from 1 to 5 to each of the grand challenge, assigning 1 to the most important grand
challenge and 5 to the least important one.
Grand Challenge

Rank



Improving Public Services—measures that address the full spectrum of citizen
services including health, education, criminal justice, water, electricity,
telecommunications, and any other relevant service areas by fostering public service
improvement or private sector innovation





Increasing Public Integrity—measures that address corruption and public ethics,
access to information, campaign finance reform, and media and civil society freedom





More Effectively Managing Public Resources—measures that address budgets,
procurement, natural resources, and foreign assistance





Creating Safer Communities—measures that address public safety, the security
sector, disaster and crisis response, and environmental threats





Increasing Corporate Accountability—measures that address corporate
responsibility on issues such as the environment, anti-corruption, consumer
protection, and community engagement
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Question 2 – Based on the action points under previous OGP National Action Plans, and
from your/ your organisation’s point of view, what could be done to realise the
aspirations of the grand challenges or improve their respective outcomes in Malta?
Kindly answer succinctly the question being posed and at a generic level rather than specific
sectoral, micro or detailed input.

Grand Challenge











What could be done to realise the aspirations
of the grand challenge or improve respective
outcomes in Malta?

Improving Public Services—measures that
address the full spectrum of citizen
services including health, education,
criminal justice, water, electricity,
telecommunications, and any other
relevant service areas by fostering public
service improvement or private sector
innovation
Increasing Public Integrity—measures that
address corruption and public ethics,
access to information, campaign finance
reform, and media and civil society
freedom
More Effectively Managing Public
Resources—measures that address
budgets, procurement, natural resources,
and foreign assistance
Creating Safer Communities—measures
that address public safety, the security
sector, disaster and crisis response, and
environmental threats
Increasing Corporate Accountability—
measures that address corporate
responsibility on issues such as the
environment, anti-corruption, consumer
protection, and community engagement

Question 3 - Are there any approaches taken up by other governments which your
organisation believes the Government of Malta could or should adapt locally?
Kindly answer succinctly the question being posed and at a generic level rather than specific
sectoral, micro or detailed input.
Approaches used by other governments that you believe the Government of Malta could or
should model
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Thank you!
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